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Quasiparticle Andreev scattering in the
ν= 1/3 fractional quantum Hall regime

P. Glidic 1,3, O. Maillet1,3, C. Piquard 1, A. Aassime1, A. Cavanna 1, Y. Jin1,
U. Gennser 1, A. Anthore 1,2 & F. Pierre 1

The scattering of exotic quasiparticles may follow different rules than elec-
trons. In the fractional quantum Hall regime, a quantum point contact (QPC)
provides a source of quasiparticles with field effect selectable charges and
statistics, which can be scattered on an ‘analyzer’ QPC to investigate these
rules. Remarkably, for incident quasiparticles dissimilar to those naturally
transmitted across the analyzer, electrical conduction conserves neither the
nature nor the number of the quasiparticles. In contrast with standard elastic
scattering, theory predicts the emergence of amechanism akin to the Andreev
reflection at a normal-superconductor interface. Here, we observe the pre-
dicted Andreev-like reflection of an e/3 quasiparticle into a − 2e/3 hole
accompanied by the transmission of an e quasielectron. Combining shot noise
and cross-correlation measurements, we independently determine the charge
of the different particles and ascertain the coincidence of quasielectron and
fractional hole. The present work advances our understanding on the uncon-
ventional behavior of fractional quasiparticles, with implications toward the
generation of novel quasi-particles/holes and non-local entanglements.

How do exotic quasiparticles modify when one tries to manipulate
them?A conventional free electron incident upon a local barrier canbe
either elastically transmitted or reflected with different probability
amplitudes, matching a beam splitter behavior with electron quantum
optics applications1. However, this simple picture may be drastically
altered with unconventional quasiparticles, such as the emblematic
anyons in the fractional quantum Hall (FQH) regime2. Fractional qua-
siparticles could undergo markedly different transmission mechan-
isms across a barrier, where the number and even the nature of the
quasiparticles may change. Such behaviors emerge when the barrier is
set to favor the transmission of a type of particles that is different from
the incident ones. This is specifically expected in the fractional quan-
tum Hall regime at filling factor ν = (2n+1)−1 (n 2 N), when individual
quasiparticles of charge νe are impinging on an opaque barrier trans-
mitting quasielectrons of charge e. In a dilute beam, where nomultiple
quasiparticles are readily available for bunching into a quasielectron,
theory predicts that themissing (1− ν)e can be supplied in anAndreev-

like scenario involving the correlated reflection of a − (1 − ν)e
quasihole3. This can also be seen as the quasiparticle transmission
coinciding with the excitation of (1/ν − 1)νe quasiparticle-quasihole
pairs split between the two outputs (see Fig. 1a for an illustration at
ν = 1/3).

A versatile investigation platform is realized by two quantum
point contacts (QPC) in series along a fractional quantum Hall edge
channel, combined with noise characterizations4–9. The first QPC here
implements a source of dilute quasiparticles, impinging one at a time
on the second ‘analyzer’ QPC playing the role of the barrier.

We presently investigate at ν = 1/3 such Andreev-like behavior
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1a,b. Fractional quasiparticles of charge
e/3 are separately emitted at the upstream source QPC, which is set to
this aim in the so-called weak back-scattering (WBS) regime3,10,11 and
submitted to a voltagebias. After propagating along a short chiral edge
path, the quasiparticles individually arrive at the analyzer QPC set in
the opposite strong back-scattering (SBS) regime that favors the
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transmission of quasielectrons3,10,11. Whereas for a directly voltage
biased QPC in the SBS regime, a quasielectron can be formed from the
bunching of three available e/3 quasiparticles, we are here in the pre-
sence of a single incident quasiparticle that carries only a third of the
required electron charge. In principle, individual e/3 quasiparticle
tunneling could emerge as the dominant process. However, as pre-
sently observed, a different scenario akin to Andreev reflection is
expected, where themissing 2e/3 charge is sucked in from the incident
edge channel to form the transmitted quasielectron. The incident
fractional quasiparticle is effectively converted into a quasielectron
and a − 2e/3 fractional hole.

This mechanism was coined ‘Andreev’3, by analogy with the
standard Andreev reflection of an electron into a hole to transmit a
Cooper pair across a normal metal-superconductor interface12. Note
however that the QPC is not here at an interface with a super-
conductor, nor with a different fractional quantum Hall state (see
Refs. 13–15 for another, different kind of Andreev-like reflection at such
interfaces submitted to a voltage bias). Furthermore, whereas in a
standard Andreev reflection electron and hole excitations have the
same energy, here energy conservation imposes that the energy of
the incident quasiparticle redistributes between transmitted qua-
sielectron and reflected quasihole. The energy of the reflected qua-
sihole is thus lower than that of the incident quasiparticle. Finally, we
point out that the present Andreev-like mechanism takes place in a

fully spin-polarized electronic fluid, in contrast with a standard
Andreev reflection where two electrons of opposite spins are com-
bined to form a spin-singlet Cooper pair.

Experimentally, an earlier source-analyzer investigation appeared
to contradict this scenario16. Indeed, the transmitted charge was there
found to approach e/3 across the opaque barrier, identical to the
charge of the incident quasiparticles, instead of e for Andreev pro-
cesses (see Ref. 17 for a follow-up paper that mitigates this conclusion,
by the observation of an increase in the transmitted charge as the
temperature is reduced). Possibly, the e/3 quasiparticles have been
alteredduring the very longpropagationdistance of ~ 100 μmbetween
source and analyzer QPCs. Here, with a short 1.5μm path (see Fig. 1c),
we recover the predicted transmitted charge e, three times larger than
the simultaneously determined charge of the incident quasiparticles.
Moreover, we directly observe the Andreev correlations between
transmitted quasielectron and reflected − 2e/3 fractional hole, through
the revealing measurement of the current cross-correlations between
the two outputs of the analyzer QPC.

Results
Device and setup
The measured sample is shown in Fig. 1c (see Methods for large-
scale pictures). It is patterned on a high-mobility Ga(Al)As two-
dimensional electron gas (2DEG) of density 1.2 × 1011 cm−2. The
device is cooled at a temperature T ≈ 35 mK (see Methods for
supplementary data at T ≈ 15 and 60 mK), and immersed in a
perpendicular magnetic field B ≈ 13.5 T near the center of a 2 T
wide quantum Hall resistance plateau RH = 3h/e2 (ν = 1/3). In this
FQH regime, the electrical current propagates along each edge in
a single chiral channel, as schematically depicted by black lines
with arrows in Fig. 1b,c (see Methods for tests of this picture).
These edge channels are measured and biased through large
ohmic contacts of negligible resistance located 150 μm away from
the central part (symbolized as open black circles, see Methods
for the actual shape). The heart of the device is composed of two
active QPCs (out of three nanofabricated ones) separately tuned
by field effect with the voltages applied to the corresponding
aluminum split gates deposited at the surface (darker areas with
bright edges). The top-left QPC (or, alternatively, the bottom-
right QPC) plays the role of the quasiparticle source, whereas the
central QPC is the downstream analyzer. The auto- and cross-
correlations of the currents IT and IR emitted from the analyzer
QPC are capital for the separate tunneling charge characteriza-
tion across source and analyzer, as well as for providing direct
signatures of Andreev processes. They are measured using
homemade cryogenic amplifiers18,19, in a 40 kHz bandwidth cen-
tered on the resonant frequency 0.86 MHz of essentially identical
tank circuits along the two amplification chains.

Quantum point contact characterization
We first determine the characteristic tunneling charges across the
source and analyzer through standard shot noise measurements20–22,
involving a direct voltage bias of the considered QPC (as opposed to a
dilute beam of quasiparticles, see below). For the analyzer, such
characterization must therefore be performed in a specific measure-
ment, distinct from the observation of Andreev processes. This is
achievedwithout changing any gate voltages susceptible to impact the
analyzer’s tuning, by using the same bias voltage for the two input
channels of the source QPC (Vqp

S =V e
S, see Fig. 1c). In the present work,

the analyzer QPC is set in the SBS regime, i.e. with a low transmission
ratio τA ≡ IT/IS for which theory predicts the transmission of
quasielectrons10,11. Accordingly, we focus here on tunings of the ana-
lyzer displaying this canonical behavior, such as shown in Fig. 2b. The
filled (open) blue circles display the measured excess transmitted
(reflected) noise hδI2TðRÞiexc � hδI2TðRÞiðVqp

S =V e
SÞ � hδI2TðRÞið0Þ versus bias

Fig. 1 | Quasiparticle Andreev reflection in a source-analyzer setup at ν = 1/3.
a Andreev mechanism. An incident e/3 quasiparticle is transmitted as an e quasie-
lectron and Andreev reflected as a − 2e/3 quasihole. The Andreev process can be
pictured as the excitation of two e/3 quasiparticle-quasihole pairs and the incident
quasiparticle bunching together. b Setup schematic in Andreev reflection config-
uration. The top-left `source’ QPC is set in the weak back-scattering (WBS) regime
and voltage biased from the top to emit e/3 quasiparticles toward the central
`analyzer’ QPC. The latter is tuned in the strong back-scattering (SBS) regime
favoring the transmission of quasielectrons. c, Electron micrograph of the mea-
suredGa(Al)As device. The current propagates along chiral edge channels shown as
black lines. The gate defined QPCs are tuned by field effect. The source is biased
withVqp

S atV e
S =0 and 1 − τS≪ 1 (V e

S atV
qp
S =0 and τS≪ 1) to produce a dilute current

of quasiparticles IS = ð1� τSÞVqp
S =ð3h=e2Þ (of quasielectrons IS = τSVe

S=ð3h=e2Þ).
Setting Vqp

S =V e
S allows for a direct voltage bias of the analyzer.
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voltage. The tunneling charge e* is determined by comparing with the
standard shot noise expression22,23:

Ssn = 2e
* τð1� τÞV

RH
coth

e*V
2kBT

� 2kBT
e*V

� �
, ð1Þ

with τ the ratio of transmitted over incident dc currents. The positive
blue and red continuous lines display thepredictions of Eq. (1) for e* = e
and e/3, respectively, at T = 35 mK and using the simultaneously mea-
sured τA shown in Fig. 2a. The negative blue line shows�Ssn for e* = e.
Note that τA strongly increases with the applied bias voltage, which
also usually drives a transition from e* = e (at τA≪ 1) to e/3 (at
1 − τA≪ 1)10,11,24. Correspondingly, an agreement is here found with
e* = e only at low enough bias voltages (∣V∣ < 35 μV), for which τA is not
too large (τA≲0.3). An important experimental check consists in
confronting hδI2Tiexc with both the reflected excess noise hδI2Riexc and
the possibly more robust cross-correlation signal25〈δITδIR〉. We find
that the three measurements match each other, within the experi-
mental gain calibration accuracy (Methods), thereby corroborating
the extracted value of e*. Equivalently, the sum SΣ �
hδI2Tiexc + hδI2Riexc + 2hδITδIRi (black symbols) mostly does not depend
on bias voltage, as expected in the absence of shot noise across the
upstream source QPC. Indeed, local charge conservation and the
chirality of electrical current directly imply the identity SΣ = hδI2Siexc,
independently of the downstream analyzer (the weak positive SΣ that
can be seen at large bias is in fact a small noise induced at the source,
seeMethods). In the source-analyzer configuration, this identitywill be
essential for the characterization of the tunneling charge across the
source QPC simultaneously with the measurement of the main cross-

correlation signal, by confronting SΣwith Eq. (1) (see Fig. 3a,b, and also
Methods)26.

Observation of Andreev-like reflection of fractional
quasiparticles
The source is now activated with the device set in the regime where
Andreev reflections are predicted, and direct signatures of this process
are observed. For this purpose, the source QPC is tuned in the WBS
regime and biased through Vqp

S (Ve
S = 0). As shown in Fig. 3a, the back-

scattering probability 1� τS = ISRH=V
qp
S (inset) remains very small

(<0.05), and SΣ (symbols in main panel) matches the prediction of Eq.
(1) for e* = e/3usingT = 35mK (red line).As a sidenote,wepoint out the
decrease of τS with IS and thus the applied bias, which although not
expected theoretically11,27 is frequently observed experimentally at
high transmission (see Methods and e.g. ref. 28).

With the upstream generation of a highly dilute beam of e/3
quasiparticles established, we turn to the characterization of the
transport mechanism across the downstream analyzer kept in the SBS
regime previously characterized. The blue symbols in Fig. 3c display
the measured excess shot noise on the current transmitted across the
analyzer hδI2Tiexc, over a range of IT corresponding to that of IS in panel
(a) (IT = τAIS, see inset for τA). The shot noise data closely follow the
slope of 2e∣IT∣ (dashed blue line at ∣IT∣ > 1 pA) denoting the Poissonian
transfer of 1e charges, different from the e/3 charge of the incident
quasiparticles. This corresponds to Andreev processes, in marked
contrastwith the slope of 2(e/3)∣IT∣ (dashed red line) approached in the
dilute beam limit in the pioneer experiment ref. 16, and consistent with
the different trend described in the follow-up article ref. 17. Note that
the small thermal rounding, at ∣IT∣ < 1 pA, matches the displayed gen-
eralization of Eq. (1) where we used the source bias voltage (Vqp

S ) and
tunneling charge (e/3) in the e*V/kBT ratios (see Eq. (5) in Methods).

As emphasized in ref. 3, a key feature of Andreev processes is that
the transmitted and reflected currents are correlated, for which the
measurement of 〈δIRδIT〉 provides an unambiguous signature. Since
the Andreev transfer of a charge e is associated with the reflection of a
charge − 2e/3, theory predicts the straightforward connection3:

hδIRδITi= � ð2=3ÞhδI2Tiexc, ð2Þ

where the factor of − 2/3 directly corresponds to the ratio between
tunneling and reflected charges. Accordingly, the slope of− (2/3)2e∣IT∣
(dashed black line at ∣IT∣ > 1 pA) is compared in Fig. 3c with the mea-
surements of 〈δIRδIT〉 shown as green symbols. The observed quanti-
tative match most directly attests of the underlying Andreev-like
mechanism (see Methods for different device tunings and
temperatures).

Noise signal with incident quasielectrons
An instructive counterpoint, clarifying the specificity of the above
Andreev signatures, is obtained by tuning the source QPC in the SBS
regime with a tunneling charge e* = e. In this configuration, the source
is voltage biased by V e

S (with Vqp
S =0). As shown in Fig. 3b, the source

shot noise obtained from SΣ follows the prediction of Eq. (1) for e* = e
and T = 35 mK (blue line) as long as the transmission remains low
enough (τS≲0.3). Noise data points displayed as full (open) symbols in
Fig. 3b, d correspond to τS < 0.3 (τS > 0.3). Whereas hδI2Tiexc≈2e∣IT∣
indicates the same 1e tunneling charge across the analyzer as in the
previously discussed Andreev regime, it here also trivially corresponds
to the charge of the incident particles. In marked contrast to Andreev
processes, the cross-correlations 〈δIRδIT〉 are no longer negative, but
relatively small and positive. The continuous blue andgreen lines in (d)
display the predictions for non-interacting electrons at T = 35 mK (see
Eqs. (6) and (7) in Methods). While no signal would be expected in the
Poisson limit, note the prediction of appreciable negative cross-
correlations (green line). This results from the rapidly growing τS (see

Fig. 2 | Characterizationof analyzerQPC, from transmission (a) and noise (b) vs
direct voltage biasVqp

S =Ve
S. aTransmission ratio τA ≡ IT/IS.bMeasurements of the

auto- and cross-correlations of the transmitted (IT) and reflected (IR) currents are
shown as symbols. For small enough τA≲0.3 (∣Vqp

S ∣<35μV, see (a)), the different
noise signals corroborate the expected tunneling charge e (blue lines) in marked
difference with e/3 predictions (red line). At higher τA ≳0.3, the relatively smaller
noise is consistent with the onset of the expected transition toward e/3. The noise
sum SΣ � hδI2Tiexc + hδI2Riexc + 2hδITδIRi, corresponding to the excess shot noise
across the presently unbiased source, remains essentially null.
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inset of Fig. 3b),whichmakes it difficult to remainwellwithin the dilute
incident beam regime. Whereas the observed positive cross-
correlations are not accounted for, suggesting that the role of inter-
actions cannot be ignored (see ref. 29 for positive cross-correlations
predicted in the different case of multiple copropagating channels),
the contrastwith theAndreev signal given byEq. (2) (dashedblack line)
is even more striking.

Additivity of Andreev cross-correlations from opposite sources
Recently, it was predicted and observed that negative cross-
correlations can also develop with dilute incident quasiparticles
when both source and analyzer QPCs are set in the sameWBS limit8,26.
This results from the non-trivial braid (double exchange) phaseof 2π/3
between e/3 quasiparticles8,30,31, in contrast with the braid phase
between quasielectrons and e/3 anyons, which has the trivial value 2π,
and thus plays no role in Andreev processes (with the analyzer QPC in
the SBS limit)32,33. We will now show that, beside the fact that they take
place in different regimes, exchange-driven and Andreev-like
mechanisms can be qualitatively distinguished by using a second

sourceQPC feeding the sameanalyzer fromtheopposite side (bottom-
right QPC in Fig. 1c, see schematics in Fig. 4). Indeed, in the exchange-
driven tunneling mechanism, each incident quasiparticle leaves
behind a trace that affects the tunneling current contribution of the
following ones, including in the limit of highly dilute incident
beams2,8,30,31,34. Specifically, quasiparticles from opposite sources are
associated with anyons braiding processes of opposite winding
directions that cancel each other (if within a small enough time win-
dow) in the relevant total braid phase30,31. This results in a dependence
of the exchange-drivenmechanismon the symmetry between sources.
In the language of refs. 8,26, the normalized cross-correlation slope (‘P’)
is reduced by a factor of ≃1.5 with two symmetric sources. In contrast,
the successive Andreev tunnelings are predicted to be independent in
the limit of highly diluted incident beams3. Consequently, the cross-
correlation contributions from the two sources on opposite sides
should here simply add up. This distinctive property is demonstrated
in Fig. 4. The black symbols display the cross-correlations measured in
the presence of two nearly symmetrical diluted beams of e/3 quasi-
particles impinging on the central analyzer QPC set in the SBS regime.

Fig. 3 | Noise observation of Andreev reflection. a, b Simultaneous character-
ization of the source set in the WBS (a) or SBS (b) regime (see illustrative bottom
inset in (c) or (d), respectively). Continuous blue and red lines represent the shot
noise predictionsof Eq. (1) for tunnelings of charge e and e/3, respectively, using the
measured transmission ratio τS across the source QPC (inset) and T = 35 mK.
Symbols display measurements of SΣ, corresponding to the shot noise across the
source. c, d Transport mechanism across the analyzer with incident fractional
quasiparticles (c, using the WBS source shown in (a)) or incident quasielectrons
(d, using the SBS source shown in (b)). The simultaneousmeasurements of τA≲0.2
are shown in the respective top insets (note the higher noise at low IT due to the

reduced signal). Blue and green symbols in the main panels show, respectively, the
excess auto-correlations of the transmitted current and the cross-correlations
between transmitted and reflected currents. Open symbols in panels (b) and (d)
correspond to datawith τS≥0.3, for which the source notably deviates from the SBS
regime.Dashedblue, red andblack lines represent, respectively, a 1e shot noise, a e/
3 shot noise and − (2/3) times the 1e shot noise all in the dilute incident beam limit.
Continuous lines in (d) display the noninteracting electrons’ predictions valid at
any τA,S for hδI2Ti (blue) and 〈δIRδIT〉 (green), calculated using themeasured τA,S (see
Eqs. (6) and (7) in Methods).
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The data is plotted as a function of the sum of the dc tunneling cur-
rents originating from the top-left (ItT) and bottom-right (IbT) source
QPCs, separately determined by lock-in techniques. For a first com-
parison, the same Andreev prediction previously shown in Fig. 3c is
displayed as a dashed line, and found in identically good agreement
with the measurement in the presence of two sources. For a most
straightforward demonstration, the green symbols display the sum of
the two separately measured cross-correlation signals when using
solely for the source either the top-left QPC or the bottom-right QPC.
The matching between green and black symbols directly shows that
the contributions of the two sources simply add up, in qualitative
difference with predictions8 and observations26 for exchange-driven
tunneling processes when all the QPCs are set in the WBS regime.

Discussion
The present work investigates the emergence of markedly different
transport mechanisms for fractional quasiparticles. In the observed
Andreev-like scattering at ν = 1/3, one e/3 quasiparticle impinging on
a QPC in the SBS regime transforms into a correlated pair made of a
transmitted quasielectron and a reflected hole of charge − 2e/3. In
stark contrast with the prominent electron beam splitter picture of
QPCs, the number and nature of the quasiparticles are not con-
served, with notable implications for envisioned anyonic analogues
of quantum optics experiments. Remarkably, the complementary
fractional charges of the Andreev-reflected holesmight be associated
with a distinctive exchange statistics32,33,35, expanding the range of
available exotic quasiparticles for scrutiny and manipulations, and
their correlation with the transmitted particle could provides a new
knob to generate non-local quantum entanglements. Themultiplicity

of quasiparticles accessible through the tunings of the fractional
filling factor and of the QPCs, suggests that the present observation
may generalize into a family of Andreev-like mechanisms, calling for
further theoretical and experimental investigations. An illustration at
reach is the possible Andreev reflection at ν = 2/5 of an incident e/5
quasiparticle into a hole of charge − 2e/15 and a transmitted e/3
quasiparticle.

Methods
Sample
The sample is patterned on aGa(Al)As heterostructure forming a 2DEG
of density n = 1.2 × 1011 cm−2 and mobility 1.8 × 106 cm2 V−1s−1 at a depth
of 140 nm below the surface. Large-scale pictures are shown in Fig. 5.
The mesa is defined by wet etching over a depth of about 100 nm
(deeper than the Si δ-doping located 65 nmbelow the surface), using a
protection mask made of a ma-N 2403 positive resist patterned by
e-beam lithography and etching the unprotected parts in a solution of
H3PO4/H2O2/H2O. The electrical connection to the buried 2DEG is
made through large ohmic contacts, realized by the successive
deposition ofNi (10 nm) - Au (10 nm) - Ge (90nm) - Ni (20nm) - Au (170
nm) - Ni (40 nm) followed by an annealing at 440∘C for 50 s in a ArH
atmosphere. The lithographic tip to tip distance of the Al split gates
used to define the QPCs is 600 nm.

Experimental setup
Thedevice is operated in a cryofreedilution refrigeratorwith extensive
filtering and thermalizationof the electrical lines (see ref. 36 for details).
Specific cold RC filters are included near the device, located within the
same metallic enclosure screwed onto the mixing chamber: 200 kΩ-
100 nF for gate lines, 10 kΩ-47 nF for injection lines, 10 kΩ-1 nF for low-
frequency measurement lines.

The lock-in measurements are performed at frequencies below
100 Hz, applying an ac modulation of rms amplitude always below
kBT/e. The dc currents IS and IT are obtained by integrating with the
source bias voltage the corresponding lock-in signal. As an illustrative
example, the tunneling current associated with the top-left source (ItT)
is obtained (separately from the tunneling current IbT originating
from the bottom-right source when the two sources are used

Fig. 4 | Additivity of Andreev cross-correlations from opposite sources. The
black squares represent the cross-correlationsmeasured with two similar beams of
e/3 quasiparticles impinging from opposite sides on the central QPC set in the SBS
regime (see top-left schematic). The green circles display the sum of the cross-
correlations measured sequentially, using separately the top-right or bottom-right
QPC as a single source (see top-right schematic). The dashed line shows the pre-
dicted cross-correlations for Andreev scatterings, independent of the symmetry
between opposite sources. This contrasts with another, symmetry-dependent
mechanism based on the unconventional anyon exchange phase occurring with
both source and analyzer in the WBS regime8,26.

5 μm

100 μm

Fig. 5 | Large-scale sample pictures.Optical (top) and SEM (bottom) images of the
measured device.
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simultaneously) using:

ItTðVqp
S Þ=

Z Vqp
S

0

∂IT
∂Vqp

S

dVqp
S , ð3Þ

where the differential conductance at finite bias voltage is directly
given by the lock-in signal measured on port T at the frequency of the
ac modulation added to Vqp

S .
The auto- and cross-correlation noise measurements are per-

formed using two cryogenic amplifiers (see supplementarymaterial of
ref. 19 for details) connected to the T and R ports of the device through
closely matched RLC tank circuits of essentially identical resonant
frequency ≈0.86 MHz (see schematic representation in Fig. 1c). The
RLC tanks include home-made superconducting coils of inductance
Ltk ≈ 250 μH in parallel with a capacitanceCtk ≈ 135 pF developing along
the interconnect coaxial cables, and aneffective resistanceRtk ≈ 150 kΩ
(in parallel with RH) essentially resulting from the resistance of the
coaxial cables at the lowest temperature stage of the refrigerator. In
practice, we integrate the noise signal for 10 s and perform several
consecutive voltage bias sweeps (except for temperature calibration),
typically between 2 and 12. The displayed noise data is the mean value
of these sweeps for the same biasing conditions. Note that the scatter
between nearby points adequately indicates the standard error of the
displayed mean separately obtained from the ensemble of averaged
noise data points (not shown).

Thermometry
The electronic temperatures at T > 40 mK are obtained from a cali-
brated RuO2 thermometer thermally anchored to the mixing chamber
of the dilution refrigerator. In this range, the thermal noise from the
sample is found to change linearlywith the RuO2 temperature (see also
gain calibration of the noise amplification chains). This confirms the
good thermalization of electrons in the device with the mixing
chamber, as well as the calibration of the RuO2 thermometer. At T≤40
mK, we use the known robust linear dependence of the noise with the
electronic temperature to extrapolate from the observed noise slope.
The two amplification chains give consistent temperatures, although
the difference grows as temperature reduces further away from the
calibrated slope, up to 2mKat the lowest used temperaturesT ≈ 15mK.

Noise amplification chains calibration
The gain factorsGeff

T,R,TR, between the power spectral density of current
fluctuations of interest and the raw auto/cross-correlations, are
obtained from the measurement of the equilibrium noise at different
temperatures combined with a determination of the tank circuit
parameters.

In a first step, we characterize the tank circuits connected to the
device contacts labelled T and R. This is achieved through the value of
the resonant frequency together with the evolution of the noise
bandwidth of the tank in parallel with the known RH at different filling
factors. As a technical note, we mention that correlations between
voltage and current noises generated by the cryogenic amplifier can
deform the resonance at large RH and thereby impact the tank para-
meters extraction. For this purpose, the bandwidth data are taken at
sufficiently high temperature (T ≳ 150 mK) such that these amplifier-
induced correlations remain negligible with respect to thermal noise.
The obtained tank parameters are summarized in the table within
Fig. 6, also showing the fits of the bandwidth vs RH.

In a second step, for our fixed choice of noise integration band-
width [0.84, 0.88] MHz (which impacts Geff

T,R,TR), the raw integrated
noise is measured at different temperatures TRuO2 > 40 mK given by a
pre-calibrated RuO2 thermometer thermally anchored to the mixing
chamber (see Thermometry above). From the fluctuation-dissipation

relation, we have:

Geff
T,R =

sT,R

4kB 1=RT,R
tk + 1=RH

� � , ð4Þ

with sT(R) the temperature slope of the raw integrated noise on mea-

surement port T (R), and RTðRÞ
tk the effective parallel resistance

describing the dissipation in the tank circuit connected to the same
port. Note that the only required knowledge of the tank is here Rtk,
whose impact remains relatively small compared to that of RH even at
ν = 1/3. In particular, the relation Eq. (4) does not involve the tank
bandwidth nor our choice of frequency range used to integrate the
noise signal (although the slopes sT,R depend on these parameters). In

contrast, the cross-correlation gain Geff
TR can also be reduced by an

imperfect matching between the tanks (see e.g. the supplementary
material of ref. 26 for a detailed presentation). However, for our tank

parameters this reduction is negligible ( < 0.5%) and Geff
TR ’

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Geff
T Geff

R

q
.

The above main calibration is checked with respect to a thermal
calibration at ν = 2 where the relative impact of Rtk is reduced. Then,
using the simple RLCmodel of the tank circuits as recapitulated in the
table in Fig. 6, the ν = 2 calibration can be converted into Geff

T,R at ν = 1/3
for the corresponding (different) integration bandwidth and RH. This
control procedure, relying in its first (second) step less (more) heavily
on the knowledge of the tank circuits, gives compatible Geff

T,R at an
accuracy better than 7%: Through this procedure Geff

TðRÞ is found to be
6.8% (2.0%) higher thanwith themain calibration above (note that this
could account for the small difference between the auto-correlations
in the transmitted and reflected current in Fig. 2b). In a second cool-
down of the same sample, this check calibration at ν = 2 was used to
correct for a small (≲ 2%) change in the gains of the cryogenic
amplifiers.

Quantum point contacts
Typical sweeps of the transmission ratio at zero dc bias voltage as
well as the differential fraction of the transmitted current in the
presence of a dc bias of ≈ 40 μV are shown in Fig. 7 versus gate vol-
tage for the two sources and the analyzer QPCs. The down and up
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Fig. 6 | Tank circuits characterization. FullWidth at HalfMaximum (FWHM)of the
measured tank resonance in the noise signal, as a function of the sample’s resis-
tance RH. Black (red) dots represent the FWHM of tank T (R) measured with the
device set on resistance plateaus of known RH (ν∈ {2, 1, 2/3, 2/5, 1/3}). Solid lines
show 1/2πCtkR, with 1/R ≡ 1/RH + 1/Rtk. The values of Rtk and Ctk used as fit para-
meters are recapitulated in the table together with the inductances Ltk given by the
resonant frequencies.
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arrows points to the regions used for tuning the QPCs in, respec-
tively, the SBS and WBS regime. Note that the actual tuning of each
QPC is also impacted by the choice of voltages of the other nearby
gates. Note also that whereas both gates are simultaneously swept
for the analyzer, only the upper (lower) gate is swept for the source
top-left (bottom-right) QPC. This reduces the impact on the central
analyzer QPC of changing the source’s tuning from SBS to WBS.

Intriguingly, the central analyzer QPC requires more negative gate
voltages to be fully closed than the two rather similar source QPCs.
This different behaviour, systematically observed on several devices
of the same chip, may be due to the different orientation of the
analyzer QPC with respect to the underlying crystalline structure,
together with strain induced by the metal gates. As frequently
observed in other labs (see e.g. Fig. 5 in ref. 28), we find that the
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evolution of the transmission with the applied bias changes direction
around τ ~ 0.8, thus τ monotonously decreases with the bias in the
WBS regime in contrast with predictions11,37 (see the diminishing τS
with the applied bias in the inset of Fig. 3a where 1 − τS≪ 1, compared
to the increasing τS with the bias in the inset of Fig. 3b where the
source QPC is in the SBS regime).

Absence of a channel substructure along the ν= 1/3 edge
At ν = 1/3, the fractional quantum Hall edge is expected to be com-
posed of a single channel38. Although it is also the case at ν = 1, it was
previously observed that an additional substructure could emerge39,
possibly due to the smoothness of the edge confinement potential
combined with Coulomb interactions. Here we check for the absence
of signatures of a substructure along the edge channels connecting the
source QPCs to the central, analyzer QPC.

A first indication of a single channel structure is the absence of
obvious plateaus at intermediate transmission (see Fig. 7). However,
there would be no plateaus if the sub-channels were imperfectly
separated at the QPCs. The principle of the substructure test is to
compare the transmissions across the analyzerQPC asmeasuredwhen
a small ac voltage is directly applied or when the impinging ac elec-
trical current first goes through a sourceQPC (see e.g. refs. 39,40). In the

absence of a substructure and at zero dc bias voltage, the two values
must be identical whatever the tunings of the upstream and down-
streamQPCs. In contrast, a sub-structure robust along the 1.5μmedge
path that is associated with any imbalance in the transmission across
the source and analyzer QPCs, would result in different values.

At our experimental accuracy, the two signals are systematically
found to be identical (data not shown), which corroborates in our
device the expected absence of a channel substructure at ν = 1/3.

Absence of contact noise
A poor ohmic contact quality or other artifacts (electron thermaliza-
tion in contacts, dc current heating in the resistive parts of the mea-
surement lines…) could result in an unwanted, voltage-dependant
noise sometimes refereed to as ‘source’ noise. Such a noise could spoil
the experimental excess noise. Here we checked for any such source
noise, and saw that it was absent at our experimental accuracy on the
complete range of applied dc voltage bias, both with the device set to
have all its QPCs fully open or fully closed.

Non-local heating
In a canonical description of the fractional quantumHall effect at ν = 1/
3, the two source QPCs would be completely disconnected from one

Fig. 9 | Supplementary Andreev observations, in the sourceWBS - analyzer SBS
regime. The source QPC is here located on the opposite side of the analyzer than
for the data shown in Fig. 3a,c, and measurements at the different temperatures
T ≈ 15mK (a, d) and 60mK (c,f) are displayed. The data in (a) and (d), in (b) and (e),
and in (c) and (f) were measured simultaneously. a, b, c The top panels show the
measured SΣ (black symbols) for the simultaneous characterization of the source

tunneling charge, similarly to Fig. 3a but atdifferent temperatures andwith another
source QPC (bottom-right in Fig. 1c). The red (blue) lines are the shot noise pre-
dictions of Eq. (1) for e/3 at the corresponding T.d, e, fThe bottompanels show the
auto-correlations in the transmitted current (blue symbols) as well as the cross-
correlations between transmitted and reflected current (green symbols), similarly
to Fig. 3c. The dashed lines are the predictions of Eq. (5) at the indicated T.
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another andwould not be influenced by the downstream analyzerQPC
due to the chirality of the edge transport. Whereas the electrical cur-
rent obeys the predicted chirality, we observe signatures that it is not
the case for a small fraction of the heat current. Although discernible
(see e.g. the deviations from zero of the black symbols in Fig. 2b), this
effect is essentially negligible in the WBS and SBS configurations of
present interest. We nevertheless provide here a characterization of
this phenomenon.

The non-local heating notably manifests itself as a small noise
generated at one of the source QPCs when set to an intermediate
transmission ratio, in response to a power injected at the other source
QPC. This noise persists even at τA = 0, where the two source QPCs are
not only separated by the chirality but also by a depleted 2DEG area.
This shows that it cannot result from (unexpected) neutral modes
going upstream along the edges or through the fractional quantum
Hall bulk41,42. Instead, we attribute it to a non-local heat transfer
involving the long-range Coulomb interaction39,43.

For thepresent non-localheating characterization,we set τA = 0or
1, such that the measured electrical noise hδI2Ti and hδI2Ri directly cor-
respond to the noise originating from the corresponding uphill source
QPC. A voltage bias is applied to only one of the sources, referred to as
the ‘generator’ here. The signal is the concomitant noise increase
measured on the amplification line connected to the other, unbiased
source QPC referred to as the ‘detector’. We can generally observe an
unexpected increase of the noise from the detector, except if any of
the two source QPCs is set to a perfect transmission or reflection,

whichcanbeunderstoodas follows. If the transmission ratio across the
voltage biased generator QPC is τgen = 0 or 1, then there is no power
locally injected along the edge at the location of this QPC
(∝ τgen(1 − τgen), see e.g. supplementary materials in ref. 44) and the
edge channel remains cold downstream from the generator. Conse-
quently, there is no available energy source to heatup the detector and
thereby to induce an excess electrical noise. If the transmission ratio
across the detector QPC is τdet =0 or 1, it is now the detector that
would not be sensitive to a non-local heating. In particular, therewould
be no related partition noise (such as the so-called delta-T noise
/ τdetð1� τdetÞ, see e.g. refs. 45–47).

In general, one could expect that such heating would depend on
thepowerPinj locally injected at the generatorQPCand that, for a given
heating, the induced partition noise generated at the detector would
scale as τdetð1� τdetÞ. Accordingly, we show in Fig. 8 the detector
excess noise normalized by τdetð1� τdetÞ as a function of the power
injected at the generator,measured at a temperature T≃ 35mK. In this
representation, the data obtained in different configurations fall on
top of each other. It mostly does not depend on which of the source
QPCs plays the role of the generator or the detector, on which dc
voltage is used to bias the source, on whether τA = 0 or 1, or on the
values of τdet and τgen. Based on this observation and interpretation, it
is possible to estimate the impact of such non-local heating assuming a
non-chiral noise on an unbiased QPC to be ∼ Pinjτdetð1�
τdetÞ×2:3 10�16 A2=Hz (dashed line). Note that such heating should
also take place between the analyzer and the upstream sources, which

Fig. 10 | Supplementary observations in the source SBS - analyzer SBS regime. a, b, c, d The displayed data (symbols) corroborate the observations shown in Fig. 3b,d
for distinct device tunings, and also at the higher temperature T ≈ 60 mK (b, d). The data in (a) and (c), and in (b) and (d) were measured simultaneously.
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corresponds to the small increase of SΣ at high bias in Fig. 2b. In that
specific case, a (unexpected) neutral counter-propagating heat flow
could also take place, in principle, however the smallness of the
heating signal rules out a substantial additional contribution to the
above non-local heating. Importantly, in the main configurations with
the sources set to or near a transmission of 0 or 1, we typically expect a
negligible impact of only a few percent or less on the auto- and cross-
correlations of interest.Moreover, when the detectorQPCof tunneling
charge e* is a quasiparticle source itself voltage biased at Vbias, we
expect that the noise resulting from a non-local heating vanishes (in
the limit of a small heating with respect to e*Vbias/kB, see Eq. (1)).

Fit expressions
Here we provide the specific expressions used to fit the auto/cross-
correlation data in the different configurations, when not explicitly
given in the main text.

In the source-analyzer configurations shown in Fig. 3c, d and Fig. 4
(aswell as in Fig. 9d, e, f andFig. 10c,d inMethods), thedifferent slopes
of the dashed lines are associated with the thermal rounding of the
source QPC. Explicitly, the displayed dashed lines correspond to:

S=2e*IT coth
e*SV
2kBT

� 2kBT
e*SV

" #
, ð5Þ

with e*SV = ðe=3ÞVqp
S for Fig. 3c and Fig. 4 (as well as Fig. 9d, e, f in

Methods), e*SV = eV e
S for Fig. 3d (as well as Fig. 10c, d in Methods), and

the prefactor e* = e, e/3 and − 2e/3 for the blue, red and black dashed
lines, respectively.

The noninteracting electron expressions for a source-analyzer
configuration, which are displayed as continuous lines in Fig. 3d (as
well as in Fig. 10c, d in Methods), are provided below. The auto-
correlations of the transmitted current (continuous blue line) is given
by:

hδI2Tiexc = 2eITð1� τAτSÞ coth
eV e

S

2kBT
� 2kBT

eV e
S

� �
, ð6Þ

and the cross-correlations (continuous green line) is given by:

hδIRδITi= � 2eITð1� τAÞτS coth
eV e

S

2kBT
� 2kBT

eV e
S

� �
: ð7Þ

Andreev observations for different temperatures and tunings
The robustness of our observations is ascertained by repeating the
measurements at different temperatures, by using a different QPC for
the source, and by using different tunings of the source and
analyzer QPCs.

Figure 9 shows such additional measurements in the Andreev
configuration of a source in theWBS regime and an analyzer in the SBS
regime. Themain changes compared to Fig. 3c are that a different QPC
(located on the opposite side of the analyzer) is used for the source,
and the additional temperatures of T ≈ 15 mK and 60 mK. Note that at
the lowest 15 mK temperature, the very fast increase with direct bias
voltage of the transmission τA across the analyzer set in the SBS regime
makes it difficult to unambiguously ascertain, separately, its 1e char-
acteristic tunneling charge (data not shown).

Figure 10 shows additional measurements when the source and
analyzer are both set in the SBS regime. A similar signal as in Fig. 3b,d is
observed for a different tuning of the device and at the higher tem-
perature T ≈ 60 mK.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the
corresponding authors upon reasonable request.
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